
  

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Families,  

Term 4 

Welcome back to the term. During these lockdown periods, I really miss the normal buzz of the 

first day back. It seems so quiet, but we eagerly await the next few weeks when students will 

start to return to school.  

Here again is a copy of the dates for students returning.  

 

On-Site Supervision 

As year levels begin to return, they will participate in a hybrid of both on-site and remote learning. During this 

time, on-site supervision will still be available on remote learning days for all year levels.  

We ask families who require on-site supervision to please be respectful of the timelines we ask forms to be 

returned by. This will be even more important as we organise our staffing roster to support both modes of 

learning and late forms can have a significant impact on our capacity here at school. Today I have listened to 

Sharon making a number of phone calls chasing up paperwork so that we can prepare for next week. Please 

have forms in on time.  

Return To School Plan 

Early next week we will be sending home our return to school plan which will include information about our 

COVID safe practices to support a safe return for everyone. This will include information about our processes for 

the start and end of days and how we are organising our days at school to minimise risks. Please read this 

information carefully so we are all ready for a smooth start commencing with the Preps on Monday October 18th.  
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Message from the Principal…continued 

Japanese 

Ms Jojic is taking leave this term. We have paused Japanese lessons until we return to school and look forward 

to restarting when the students are all back at school. We are currently in the process of recruiting someone to 

teach Japanese for the remainder of the year.  

Lunch Orders 

As we start to return to school, lunch orders will not be available just yet. We are waiting for more information 

about when this service will resume. We will let families know when we can.   

SunSmart 

As we anticipate including more outdoor learning opportunities when we return to school, we remind families that 

our SunSmart Policy requires all students to be wearing hats at school during Term 4 when outdoors. Hats need 

to be broad brimmed hats that cast a shade over children’s ears and necks, therefore baseball caps are not 

suitable. Please ensure that your child has a hat (clearly named) ready to go for their return to school.  

We have applied for some Shade Sail grants and hope to be able to create some more outdoor learning spaces. 

Thinking about returning to school can bring up a lot of emotions ranging from excitement to anxiety and 

everything in between. Take care everyone as we navigate these next few weeks. We look forward to seeing you 

all soon. 

Jackie Green 

Principal 

What’s Happening in Our Classrooms 

Prep – Speaking & Listening Skills 

Welcome back to Term 4 Preps! We were so excited to see all of our happy Prep faces again this week! We 
have been really impressed with how much the Preps have grown in their speaking and listening skills during 
remote learning. Our Preps are speaking confidently in WebEx meetings, sharing their ideas, answering 
questions, explaining their learning and responding to their peers. Keep up the great work Preps, we are super 
proud of you! 

Melanie Voigt 
Prep V Classroom Teacher 

 



 

Years 1 & 2 – Creating Creatures 

The students in Grade 1/2 started Term 4 with great enthusiasm. In Writing this week the students were asked to 
create their own crazy, mixed up and unusual creatures. They produced some wonderful creatures, describing 
their features and how they would use them. 

Tracey Kelly 
1/2K Classroom Teacher 
 

 

 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                              

Years 3 & 4 – Interviews 

It has been so lovely to see all of our smiling 3/4s back and ready to learn for Term 4! 

This week in writing we have followed the Writing Cycle to produce an interview. Students in 3/4 have explored 
in-depth question types and have had the chance to learn more about their chosen interviewee. 

Tianne Ball 
3/4B Classroom Teacher 

 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Interviewer: Fox Wityk  
Interviewee: Mark Wityk  
 
 
 
 
 

Interviewer: Arianna Williams 
Interviewee: Ms Ball 

  



 
 
 
 
Interviewer: Jem Murphy 
Interviewee: David Murphy 
 

 
 
 

 
Years 5 & 6 – New Unit of Inquiry – ‘What a Disaster!’ 

What a great way to start a new term with the unveiling of a new Unit of Inquiry. This term, the 5/6 cohort will 
make discoveries and connections with a unit entitled- What a Disaster!  

This week, students have used their prior knowledge to unpack the main understanding and also created a 
brainstorm of their initial ideas about DISASTERS!  Below is a small collection of posters. 

Gabrielle Mullins 
5/6M Classroom Teacher and Learning Specialist 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
  



Specialist – Art 

Year 3-6’s kicked off the Term with some loose mark making inspired by Australian artist Ken Done. Students 
looked at Ken Done’s art piece, ‘Drawings of Things in the Sea’ and were asked to create a piece of art with an 
under the sea theme using any art medium they liked. The challenge was to keep their markings super loose! I’m 
so proud of what they achieved.  

Cindy Asp 
Art Teacher 

  
 

Laurence Moll                 Finlay Scholtes  

 

     

Mason Azzopardi                   Lilliana Gillard 
 

In Other News… 

Student Awards 

Congratulations to the following students who received an award this week. The video of award 

presentations will be available in Google Classrooms early next week. 

Prep H .........Dante Wong – for being ready to learn on day 1 of the new term. I love that you are joining in with 

our discussions during WebEx, sharing your ideas and explaining your answers. 

Prep V .........Georgina Ward - putting her best effort into her learning tasks and continuing to challenge herself 

to improve. You have been a remote learning superstar! 

Prep/1A .......Alice Hall - for starting Term 4 with a bright and positive attitude and always giving your all to 

learning discussions and uploading amazing work! Well done Alice!  

1 / 2 J ..........Mabel Harrold-Bear - for putting an enormous effort into her learning tasks and for always being a 

positive contributor to live lessons. Fantastic start to Term 4! 



1 / 2 K..........Marlow Heselton - for starting Term 4 ready to learn and participate in our online classes 

enthusiastically. Excellent effort Marlow! 

1 / 2 P ..........Molly Mawson - for coming up with very creative ideas for writing, and then describing them in 

great detail. Well done, Molly! 

1 / 2 U..........Archer Bischa - for always sharing his interesting thoughts during group lessons and asking great 

questions to make us all think! Amazing start to the term Archer! 

3 / 4 B..........Mckenzie Madill - for bringing your positive energy to every WebEx lesson and for always sharing 

your thoughts! Well done on a fabulous start to Term 4!  

3 / 4 J ..........3/4J - for being such a fun, kind and resilient bunch of students to teach! You have made coming to 
school and remote learning so much fun, you should all be extremely proud of yourselves, I 
certainly am! I will miss you all very much and thank you for an awesome year! Ms Jakson  

3 / 4 M .........Jem Murphy - practising his listening skills during our WebEx lessons and always being ready to 

contribute to our activities and discussions. Thank you for your energy and enthusiasm, Jem! 

5 / 6 C..........Evie Bischa - for always coming to our WebEx lessons with a smile and eager to participate in 
learning. You have been very consistent in completing your work while on remote learning. Well 
done. 

5 / 6 M .........Ilias Pilakis - for being a thoughtful class member and supporting his peers whilst online with advice 
or technical support. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. 

5 / 6 T ..........Chantelle Johnstone - for setting herself such considerate SMART Goals for Term 4. I am certain 
that the goals and strategies you identified will put you in great stead for the rest of the year, 
Chantelle. Well done! 

 

To: 

Oliver J, Daniel H, Hafez, Tobie, Summer 


